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Prior to the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941, the
eeonomio system of the United States was just beginning to
function at its pre-depression level* Jobs for the mass of
American workers were beginning to reopen; relief rolls were
being replaced by payrolls, idle land and material were being
made useful* America was making a change toward full employment*
A major change took place in ly36 when the Federal
Government set-upv financed, and fostered throughout the nation
a series of work projects* The objective was the eradication
of unproductiveness and mass unemployment* The Negro worker
was affected by this nation wide movement in that he regained
many types of jobs which he lost during the depression years
to the poor white worker* and by being able to obtain work on
the work projects he was able to raise his standard of living*
Despite the unlimited amount of funds contributed to the
work projects, and the rate of wages paid for minimum living
conditions, many families were unable to maintain adequate
living conditions; thus women and students sought work in order
to supplement the main breadwinner's pay. During this period
the Research and Education Department of the Congress of
Industrial Organization, in making a study of wages earned,
discovered that fche majority of the nation1s labor force earned
a
less than 65^ an hour*
I — "
Richard Sterner, The Negro's Share (Kew York, 1943),
pp.229-246.
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This condition is also prevalent in the analysis of wages of
these workers in this study.
As labor and the labor force of the United States increased
in numbers, after gaining a foothold through the Works Projects
Administration, wages increased also, giving the Negro worker an
opportunity to move out from the "set" jobs that characterized
his work life. With this steady move forward he was able to be
considered for mass skilled work and high pay when the Georgia
Division of Bell Aircraft Corporation, a #45,000,000 war plant,
was opened in Marietta, Georgia in 1948. During the war years
when production was at its peak, between eighteen and twenty-
eight thousand persons were employed therein. This number of
employees included all persons who were necessary to carry on
the maintenance of such an establishment. Swo thousand five
hundred workers were legroes; eight hundred were employed in
skilled capacities. Sixty per cent of all persons employed
were doing highly technical and skilled jobs. legroes were
not used in the beginning as skilled workers; they were employed
in the stereotyped and menial jobs that are typical to a southern
community, as maids, janitors, and general maintenance workers.
Concurrent with the above stated condition, legroes were secur
ing training in Aircraft Sheet Metal work at Washington Aircraft
School... fltese persiCMss had obtained training in 1942-1943,
Statements by Mr. Joel W. Smith, Personnel Director, Bell
Aircraft Corporation, personal interview, February, 1946.
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on a voluntary basis without pay. Many of these persons, un
able to get a job, left Atlanta to work in other sections of
the country, A similar situation was in existence in Birmingham,
Alabama* The Fair Employment Praotioe Committee in Birmingham
discussed the disadvantage to the war of withholding vital
manpower on the basis of color. The ruling that Negroes should
be allowed to work in skilled capacities opened the southern
industrial field to them.
Following the FKBG decision Bell Aircraft took over the
Washington Aircraft draining School, put in additional tools
,. and material, raised the standards of persons selected to take
the courses by giving intelligence tests, and paid the trainee
a basic salary of 65^ an hour. After a trainee course of eight
weeks, the person was assured a job as a skilled worker in
the industrial plant*'1'
numerous persons who had taken the trainee course without
pay were working in the plant as maintenance workers* The
union pointed out the unfairness of this procedure, hence
workers in the plant were upgraded through intelligence and
aptitude tests* On the basis of the results, persons who met
the qualifications were transferred into skilled positions*
Among the different classifications of skilled jobs
Kegroes were employed as: Drill Press Operators, Shapers and
Heat Treatersj as well as. Saw Operators, Assemblers and Riveters.
I
Statements by Mr* Milton White, Bell Employment Service,
1943-1945, personal interview, March 14, 1946*
2
Statements by Mr* J.E. Matthews, CIO-UAW Steward; and
Janitor, 1942-43, Bell Aircraft Service, personal interview.
March 1, 1946.
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and Stack Drill Operators. (Mote definitions, pp,8-10).
When the war had been prosecuted and there was no need
to build planes on a large scale, Bell Aircraft Corporation,
as similar other war plants, closed; many workers were released
to go back to jobs they had previously held, or to find other
types of employment in a community in which industrial work
is limited, fhus, as a result of termination from B©11 Aircraft
and community defioiences, the workers have had difficulty
in adjusting themselves to the type of economic situation in
which they lived prior to the industrial experience.
-5-
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to show the types of work
in which legroes were engaged prior to becoming skilled workers,
and the standard of living as it concerned them, 1936-1942;
to point out the degree of change caused by industrial work
after becoming skilled; and finally, to determine the degree
of adjustment of legroes in a period of reconversion from
August, 1945 to February 1, 1946 a period of approximately six
months after haying secured and used industrial training in
Bell Aircraft Corporation.
Scope
This study is limited to one hundred Atlanta Negro skilled
workers, forty men and sixty women, on the basis of employment
in industry. The names were chosen at random from a job
classification file of persons who were formerly employed in
Bell Aircraft Corporation, Marietta, Georgia, 1942 to
August, 1945.
Method of Procedure
In securing data for this study the schedule method was
used. Pertinent information of past employment, training for
the job in industry, purchasing power prior to, and following
industrial work, and present employment after termination of
work at Bell was considered in the schedule.
Before employment in Bell Aircraft Corporation, these 800
skilled workers had been employed as professional, managerial
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and official, sales and kindred workers, in service occupations
(domestic, personal, and building), skilled, semi-skilled and
unskilled workers. During their employment in industry the
majority of the Negroes were segregated and concentrated in
two departments, one within the main plant, the other in a
separate plant known as Department 86• These workers after
separation from Bell have gone into the same types of occu
pations listed above. On the basis of the above stated
conditions, 100 persons of the 800 skilled workers were
selected for this study; thus, this is a representative
sample*
Interviews were made with Mr. Joel Smith, a former
personnel director. Bell Aircraft Corporation; Mr, Milton
White, formerly of Bell Employment Service, and present
employee of The United States Employment Service; and,





Professional jobs are ones in which individuals have had
extensive training to equip themselves for employment that
requires initiative or Judgment in dealing with complicated
situations.
U.S. Department of labor, Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, "Group Arrangement of Occupational titles and~0Mesn
farTTl, Washington: Government Printing Office, (June, 1939),
pp. 1, 31, 36, 41, 42, 51, 59, £41.
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Mana^erlal and Official jobs involve planning, supervising,
coordinating, or guiding the activities of others, usually
through supervision*
Building aervioe Workers and Porters consist of miscellaneous
occupations concerned with the cleaning of the interior and
equipment of buildings, offices, stores, etc., moving and carry
ing equipment and baggage*
Skilled is a craft and manual occupation requiring predominately
a thoroughly and comprehensive knowledge of processes involved
in the work* It requires considerable independent judgment
and a high degree of dexterity*
Semi-Skilled occupation is less exacting than the skilled work;
little skill and judgment is needed in exercising the work
in question*
Unskilled occupations involve performance of simple duties
that may be learned within a short period of time; it requires
little or no independent judgment*
Personal Service requires predominately either direct or close
association with individuals*
Skilled Jobs in Bell Aircraft Corporation
Prill Press Operator (Single- Spindle Brill Operator) uses a
machine to ream, countersink, or bore holes in metal sheets*
1
U.S. Department of Labor, Dictionary of Occupational
Titles."Definitions of Titles", fart I, Washington:Government
Printing Office, (June, 1939), p* 704.
War Manpower Commission, Dictionary of Occupational
'.Cities. Supplement Edition II, (July, 1945J, pp. 12, 61, 244,
252, 264, 269*
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Staok Drill Operator or Radial Brill Operator III bores
holes in stacks of sheet metal in accordance with templates:
piles sheet metal on drill table until stack reaches desired
thickness for drilling; alines sheets and positions, working
templates on stack and drilling holes as indicated by guide
holes in template.
Assembler or Airplane Woodworker I builds wooden glider parts
and puts them into primary structuresf such as, hulls and
wings, according to speoifioations: outs and shapes parts,
using various woodworking machines; positions prefabricated
parts in jigs of structural framework, verifying positions
by use of scales, template gages or other measuring devices;
trims excess wood using hand tools such as rasps and scrapers;
assemblies and fastens wood stiffeners, gussets, stays and
other subassemblies to primary structures as reinforcements,
fitting and shaping parts to conform to specification*
Shear Operator or i?ower Shear Operator I cuts metal sheets,
rods, plates, or objects to size or length with a power
prase equipped with cutting blades instead of dies: sets
stop gages to size, and feeds metal under blade*
Router Operator III or touting Machine Operator shapes sheet
metal blanks with a routing machine equipped with a cutter
sometimes called a pin, using templates as patterns; clamps
blank against templates with G-Olamps; places assembly flat
on machine bed against a guide pin and depresses pedal to
lower a rotating cutter into workpieoe; holds and turns
assembly against the guide pin until template has made one
complete revolution under cutter.
-y-
Riveter or Rivet Machine Operator tends a machine which forms
rivets from a spool of wire: sets dies for type of rivet desired,
regulates stroke of machine for length of rivet; threads rivet
wire into machine from rotating spools which unwinds as rivets
are formed, 'fhis person makes repairs and adjustments to the
machine while operating it.
Shaper Operator or Profiling Maohine Operator duplicates in
metal the broad outlines and the fine details of a pattern by
using a profiling machine which has been set by another worker,
usually a job setter II: directs cutting action on workpieee
by moving a guide pin which is synchronized with cutting tools
over a pattern: gages, cuts, with calipers, micrometers, and
verniers.
Circle iiaw Operator or Circular aaw Operator cuts material by
templates, blueprints, to a specific length according to mark
ings for fabrication into engine exhaust stacks, pipes, and
other airplane parts using circle shear machine; lifts sheet
metal into position level with circular cutters of the machines
and guides it into cutters along layout of markings.
CHAPTER II
PBEYIQUS EMPLOYMENT AND LIVING CONDITIONS
Types of Employment 1936-1948
The jobs in which Negroes in the south were heavily
concentrated in 1936-48 were service occupations (building,
domestic, and personal), unskilled and skilled work. Table I
shows that 49 of the 100 persons used in this study were engaged
as domestic,personal, and building service workers, and as un
skilled laborers. Four women were unemployed during this time,
which may indicate that there was a trend toward overall
employment, or that there was a need for them to share in the
household expenses. Eighteen persons were classified as
students. For many of them industrial work was the first job.
Of the eight persons employed in professional and managerial
work - three were teachers, two theater managers, and two were
doing special work with the W.P.A., one was a registered nurse.
It was interesting to note that the majority of persons
studied had maintained the same job or similar jobs throughout
the six years of pre-industrial occupation. There is evidence
in the maintenance of these types of jobs by the workers of
the relatively employment stability of the individuals
studied. During the six years period prior to industrial
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On the basis of predominating occupation for four or
five years or more.
Wages and Purchasing Power
The best measure of the level of living of any group
is provided by their pattern of consumption; what they
actually eat, the kind of clothes they wear and the
houses they live in*1
She index of one's pattern of consumption is indicated
first by the amount of money earned in order that the necessities
©f life may be purchased*
3?abl@ 2, (a) and (b) presents the scales ©f wages for the
100 workers during the period 1936-42. In 1936-39 the majority
of women earned less than iflO a week; during this same time
men earned $10-§14 a week*
1 ■ ■ ■
Richard Sterner, ©p. oit..p. £9.
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averages rose for women, 1941-42, to |1O-#14 a ;
and for men in the same period to #20-#24 on a weekly basis.
TABLE 2
(a) SEE AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGES





i 15 - §19
20 - #24
i 25 - $29
: 130 - #34
! 35 - §39
1140 - $44



























































































(b) OEE AVERAGE iEBKLY WAGES
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The average weekly earning during the pre-inaustrial
period for all workers was #14,75 as is shown in 1'able 2 (e).
She earnings of females were higher than males 1936-39.
She average wages of women were lowest in 1941, whereas,
wages for men was higher than they had been in the preceding
years.
TABLE S
(o) AVBRiGE WEEKLY WAGES EARNED BY































It can be noted in the table above that salary averages
have increased from year to year, wages become higher as the
war period comes nearer*
2wo types of budgets (maintenance and emergency) were
drawn up by the W.2.A. in 1936. SJhese budgets were based on
the prevailing prices in specific communities. For a family
to exist on an emergency level an average of |903 a year was
needed. Shis amount of money would allow for the following
necessities: food, f340; housing, #168; household operations,
-14-
an allowance of |1S£; clothing, and personal care,
and miscellaneous, fl45*
Emergenoy standard level for livelihood of a family of
four was estimated ae $19 a week. On this basis many of the
workers earned sub-standard wages oontinously. (See Table £)•
Housing
W.B.A. standards, 1935 emergency budget, provided for
rent on the basis of #14 a month to be paid for houses with
four or five rooms or apartments, in a fair state of repair
with indoor water and toilet.
During these years it was determined that the ordinary
family unit was oomposed of four to six members. The family
members should be allotted enough space for bedrooms, living
room and kitchen, without having to live in a crowded or
congested situation* Nevertheless, houses were congested,
not only with household members, but with outsiders as well
who were sharing in the expenses and contributing to the
family income*
It can be noted in Sable 3 (a) that 50 persons lived in
single dwellings, S3 persons lived in double tenant houses,
and 21 persons lived in apartments. For these types of
dwellings 34 persons paid $10-114 a month for rent, 25 persons
spent |15-$19 for rent, and an average of 25 persons were
home owners*
Richard Sterner, ©p. oit.. Ch. V, pp. 59-88.
Dept. of Research and Education, 010, op. oit*
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TABLE 5
(a) AVERAGE NUMBER OF DWELLING UMTS OOCUPIBD























































(b) AVERAGE AMOUHT OF RENT PAID MONTHLY


























































































table 3(o) shows that eg houses had indoor water, 71
houses had bathrooms; there was electrioity in 95 houses and
80 houses had decentralized heating facilities.
An average ©f 51 persons lived in three and four room
houses, 1936-1942, Eleven workers lived in houses of five
rooms, an average of 15 workers resided in six rooms and 9
persons lived in seven or more rooms, according to Table 3 (d).
During this period 25 persons were home owners*
le) KISS .OF HOUSES AID FACILITIES
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Persons who were rooming during this period*
Recreation
f© recreate persons by allowing them to let off steam, to
build organic power, stamina and reserve, is important to the
developeraent of well-rounded human beings; and helps in their
mental hygiene.
Recreation has not been of constructive value to many of
the persons studied; nor have all the resources available, for
relaxation and fullest enjoyment in worthwhile activities, been
used. Shis is clearly illustrated in the types of recreation
and amounts spent for it as given below.
-j ■ ■ ■ ■
Shaler Upton lawton, "Recreation; A challenge in
Human Engineering", Journal of Health and Physical Education
XI?; 1943 pp. 22-23,601
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The majority of persons seek pleasure outside of their homes,
thus the commercialized type of recreation, in which the
persons are more often the spectator than the participant,
is evident in this study.
Twelve of the persons interviewed spent less than $1 per
week for recreation, which included an occasional movie for
the family, whereas forty nine persons spent between fl and fS
for recreation that is also largely commercialized, including
movies, sports and public entertainment. rJ?wenty-four persons
spent $E or more weekly for recreation, in both commercialized
and private recreation, such as clubs, dances, gardening,etc••
Eleven persons reported that there was little time for such
activities; and four persons did not report.
Health
It is essential to maintain health by using preventive
measures, such as, frequent visits to the doctor, dentist and
by using home remedies for minor ailments, Sferee fourths of
the persons studied spent less than $50 a year for health.
fhis finding was in keeping with Sterner1© study of expenditure
1
for medical care in Atlanta which averaged about |44 a year.
Many health needs go unmet because of inadequate income
and services
-j '■ : ■ " ■ —
Richard Sterner, op. pit., p.149.
2
Frank Ernest Hill, Educating for Health (American
Association for Adult Education, Hew York, 1939)
Free public health faoilities are limited, thus accentuating
the health problem. A competent and necessary system of
public health measures is continously changing to meet the
needs of particular communities by studying and adjusting a
program in keeping with the findings. In 1936-42 public
health facilities were mainly in an experimental stage.
Atlanta, as a metropolitan area, had a very small staff of
workers to develop a public supported program of community
awareness, of health and health education.
The knowledge of the need for public health facilities has
increased, and will continue to do so as need grows toward
service for all people; to meet these needs the nation must
plan a comprehensive program - one in which all the knowledge
that has been developed about prevention of disease, relief of
suffering and promotion of health, can be applied in every
community throughout the land, 'ibis desire embraces more than
the workers ability to pay doctor's bills; it gives considera
tion to a completely sanitary environment, the provision of
hospitals, diagnostic faoilities and health services; trained
personnel, and extensive research to discover more effective
methods for diagnosis and treatment.
Frank Ernest Hill, Educating for Health (American
Association for Adult Education, lew fork, 1^59)
%
Federal Security Agency. Annual Report of the U.S. Public




According to the W.P.A. emergency budget for a family of
four, food should be the most expensive item, with an average
expense of approximately $14.45 weekly. This amount provided
for an adequate diet at minimum oost according to various
neighborhood store prices,
Study and practice have shown that an adequate diet consist of
milk, vegetables, eggs, meat, fish or poultry, oereal dish,
bread and butter, and dessert.. A diet of this type, it was
found would enable persons to maintain a good nutritional
condition and provide a surplus for safety, for therein is
2
included everything that is needed by a normal individual.
Eable 4 indicates that twenty-five families of two to
four, members spent between $5 and $11 per week for food;
twenty-seven families in the same group spent from fl£ to $17
per week for food. Fourteen families, consisting of five
to seven members, spent i$l£ to $17; twelve in this latter
group spent #18 and over. The amount of money spent, according
to the number in families, was in proportion with recommend
ations of studies made by the W.P.A.
W.P.A. Research Monograph XII: Intercity Differences
in cost o± LTving in march 1935, §9 Cities, p»14.
Department of Research and Education 010 ©p. cit
2 •—* *
Buth Brindze. Streohing Your Dollar in Wartime.
H0w York: Vanguard Bresa, 1942. dh H, pp. &-H.
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TAB.LE 4
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF KOH1I SPEST FOR FOOD
ON A WEEKLY BASIS ikGCOHDIHG !i!O NUMBER































Table § shows that domestie workers, personal service
workers and students spent more for clothing than any other
group of persons in the study, with an average expenditure of
$200 or over yearly, These groups of persons had an average
yearly expense for clothing that was much higher on the basis
of wages earned than was reoommended in the budget for persons
who earned sub-standard wages.
.22-
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Household operations include expenditures for gas, light,
fuel, and in some oases monthly installments on homes or
automobiles*
lleven persons who lived in the low cost housing units
were not inaluded, for their household operations were in-
oluded in their rent.
Swenty-nine persons spent less than $4 a month for the
items listed above; 30 persons spent $4-f9; 10 individuals
estimated their expenses as $HMJfl4; six persons1 spent
-83-
between $15-i|l9 and 10 persons spent $20 and over a month
for household operations.
Savings
The primary means of saving was in insurance. It was
found that in this single item the amount that was spent was
very small; the average amount saved was less than $3 a week*
linety-four persons reported that their reason for saving this
small amount was due to inadequate wages.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous spending includes money used for cigarettes,
tobacco, carfare, cosmetics, lunches, gas and oar repair, and
other spending not included elsewhere in this study*
Ninety-three persons spent §S-$7 a week, and seven persons
spent #8-$13 a week for the above listed items.
Previous Industrial Training and Work
Fourteen persons were employed in skilled occupations
prior to industrial work in Bell. She majority of these
persons were self-employed mechanics and carpenters* Five
workers were women who were employed as sewing machine operators,
doll cutters, and riveter, (fable 6).
Training for these skills was secured through the following
methods: (1) Apprenticeship in the shops of persons who were
in established businesses; (£) Governmental programs fostered
through the National Youth Administration;
-24-
(3) Trade schools, such as, Tuskegee and Hampton in which
survey courses were taught in all crafts, and specialization
could be made in one; (4) Observation in plants, The persons
were hired to do unskilled work, but through their own
initiative and constant contact with the machinery within the
company, they became skilled; (5) ©n@ person stated that his
skill was something he "just took up", That is, it came
almost natural without any specific training in the field
in which he worked.
TABLE! 6
PERSONS ENGAGED II SKILLED OCCUPATIONS PRIOR
TO TIE JOB PLACEMENT IN BELL AIRCRAFT







































These one hundred Hegro workers did not have the slight
est idea that war in 1941 would ©pen an entirely new and
attractive world t® them, in whioh their potentialities, if
allowed to develop, would grow to full realization and utili
zation through industrial experiences.
Age and Education
Workers ranged in age from 13 years to 54 years, with the
majority of them being in the 18-39 years age group* The
signifioanoe of this age concentration is generally an indi
cation of the most productive years for work*
TABLE 7
ASS DISTRIBUTES OF OIE HUNDRED






































Nineteen workers were between the ages 13-24 years.
Many ©f these persons left school to work in industry, others
in this group were unemployed, and some took this opportunity
t© get away from jobs they disliked. Ehere were twenty-five
persons listed in the 25-29 years age group, and thirty in the
30-34 years of age group* The total number of workers in the
age levels below 39 years is very small. Generally, then, this
age distribution may show that persons between 18-39 years are
in the group that is labeled agile, quick thinking, and as
having suitable motor coordination to carry on the exacting and
tedious work required in industry*
In considering the educational factor (Table 3), it was
found that fifty persons of the total number studied had gone
to High School; thirty-four of them completed twelfth grade.
Eleven persons went to Trade School after completing High
School work. Twenty-seven workers had had college training;
of this number seven persons completed the four years course*
Seventeen persons had had Junior High School training; five
persons went to Elementary School only, and one person had had
no formal training - (this person secured his skilled job by
passing the aptitude test after Hegroes were admitted to
skilled industrial work)*
Intelligence tests were given to persons who applied for
work and industrial training, therefore it was important that
applicants should have formal training* It was noted that
persons with these qualifications could comprehend quickly.
-27-
and were more adaptable to industrially skilled jobs,
TABLE 8







































































^Included elsewhere in grades oompleted in this table,
henoe ie not considered a part of the total.
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General Services t© Workers
In order that workers might adjust in industry quickly
and be free from too many taxing responsibilities, many
services were set-up for them. These services may be classi
fied as printed and practical, Each of these types is discussed
below*
(a) Printed Services
"Plant Rules and Regulations" issued by the Training
Department was written to inform the workers of their responsi
bilities to themselves and fellow workers in promoting a happy
surrounding and assisting in proper protection for the health
and safety of all; as well as to provide material concerning
work regulations.
A pamphlet discussing the Employees1 Insurance Plan was
issued September, 194S.
Women war workers were given a pamphlet by the Industrial
Relations Department titled, "You're a War Worker How",
An important item among each worker's equipment was the
"Bellbook", that was printed in October, 1944* Shis booklet
gave In detail, information of the plant, expectation of the
workers In building bombers, and what was expected of them in
conduct, service and general appearance.
Union members received a booklet that explained the
agreement between Bell Aircraft Corporation and the UAW-SIO
Local # 10*
1
Statements by Mr. Joel Smith, former Personnel Directory
Bell Aircraft Corporation, personal interview, February 24, 1946.
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(b) Practical Services
A cafeteria was established to provide the workers with
warm, well-prepared and wholesome meals, This service was
set-up on the basis of the established governmental program
of nutrition for war workers. A study that was made in in
dustries throughout the nation showed that more effective and
longer service oould be given by the worker if he had the
basic seven foods each day; it was found that most workers
did not have time to plan and prepare these meals at home.
She meals in the plant were planned and preparation was super
vised by trained dietitians.1
Recreational activities were supervised by the personnel
in the Industrial Relations Department, Such things as music,
baseball, basketball, bowling, reading services and quiet
games were provided for the workers. Ihese forms of recreation
were important as means of relaxation for the workers, and
helped them to stay in a pleasant mood. Good general ability
to coordinate body movements was usually a possession of the
worker who had a high production rate. 5o develop general
body coordination, then, was one of the purposes of industrial
recreational programs.2
Other services that were advantageous to the workers were:
1 -————^^
Ibid.
^ Eiestine Perry, "Pood for Workers", Survey Graphic.
XXXIII, (September, 1944), pp. S8S-S85, 399~ ' "* '
Floyd Eastwood, "Fitness on the Industrial Front",
Journal of Health and Physical Education. XIV, (October, 1943),
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Hursery Schools; eraergeaoy housing "units; courses in First
Aid; hospital and first aid treatment for on the job accidents;
a rationing board for household scarcities, gas, tires, and
shoes; counselling and consultation services; a company news
paper, with olassified ads, lost and found columns, and general
news; an auditorium for assemblies, programs, mass meetings
and general use.
All these items listed were services provided to keep the
workers physically fit and mentally free from worry in order
that the tedious job of building planes could go on without
too much interruption*
Training
She Washington Aircraft School was opened November 9, 1942,
on the campus of Washington High School, under the auspices of
the Vocational Education Division of the Atlanta Public School
System* 'Jhis vocational school was designed to teach interest
ed persons 150 dock hours of aircraft sheet metal work;- 60
hours of Fabrication, which included a fair knowledge of the
use of hand tools, shearing, drilling, lay-out, templates,
blueprints, forming, shop math and related information! 45 hours
of Hiveting. enabling the trainee to know hand riveting, pneu
matic riveting, pneumatic squeezers, bucking, countersinking,
removing rivets, and related information; 35 hours of Assembly,
which equipped the persons for bench assembly, fitting, burring,
drilling, countersinking, and dimpling, sub-assembly riveting,
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and related information; 10 hours of Inspection, in order that
one might know the circumstances surrounding fabricated parts,
sub-assemblies, rivets, templates,blueprints, gauges, micro
meter, and related information*
The course was given day and night (by highly skilled Negro
instructors), over a period of six to eight weeks in the day,
and from eight to twelve weeks at night, to non-paid volunteers*
When the required hours had been earned the trainee was
given a Vocational Training Record Card that was issued to
assist him in finding a job for which he was best suited* The
Federal Security Agency, U.S* Office of Education and the War
Department gave local Vocational Education Departments the
authority to issue such certificates to those who qualified*
This card included the name of the person, date course was
completed, type of work trainee engaged in prior to training
under this program, the type of occupation for which the
person was trained in the aircraft school, and his progress in
the course listed above*
In 1944 the program was taken over by Bell Aircraft Corpo
ration* The school was on the same order as explained above,
with additional machinery and pay for persons who took the
training* These workers had no doubt about securing skilled
jobs in industry after their training had been received*
An Atlanta Bell Employment Service was set-up on Broad Street
in order to recruit trainees and workers* In recruiting
workers the Employment Service tried to select individuals
with qualities that would be conducive to rapid learning.
-S£-
Bduoation, experience, and the ability to adjust to
circumstances and people, were among the points considered
In the selection for employment in industry.
Job Received
Many persons who had taken the trainee course without pay
were employed in unskilled and semi-skilled capacities, whereas,
those who had been paid to take the trainee course received
skilled jobs* ThvLB the occupational status of approximately 43
persons, in the first year of work in Bell is classified as:
Burr and Polish Operator, Production Helper, Anodizer, Holder,
Maid, Janitor, or Cafeteria Helper, These job classifications
of workers gave rise to a difficult situation* These workers
had secured training to do skilled work, and had not received
it; yet those who were employed later received skilled work*
Table 9 shows the type of skilled work in which the 100
workers were engaged prior to termination in 1945*
Women in Industry were delegated such jobs as Brill Press
Operators, Assemblers, and Riveters, (For definition see pp*8-10*
Heretofore, industrial work in airplane plants had been
primarily restricted to men* This factor was given careful
consideration throughout the nation when industry became aware
of the necessity of the use of women in large numbers*
1 ■ ■ —
Washington Aircraft Training School, "Vocational Training
Record Gard", Form 114.
Statements by Mr* Joel Smith and Mr* Milton White, ■frp
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At Bell Aircraft Corporation the Industrial Relations
Division under the direction of Miss Louise Snyder, published
and issued a pamphlet to women workers that discussed the
necessity for their use, their responsibilities, and gave
other valuable information for their personal benefit. The
passage that follows gives a gist of the type of information
included in the pamphlets
You're about to be surrounded by loud noises, breath
taking machinery, overpowering tools* You're entering a
territory which, until recently, was exclusively a manfs
world,
You'll build more planes, if you figure out a system
of getting on with the members of your new industrial
world,1
were concentrated rather heavily in work that was
more dangerous and to an extent, more exacting, as: Saw Operators,
Routers, and Shear Operators,
TABLE 9
BMPLOYMBI'J? CLASSIFICATION OF SKILLS AT BELL
AIRCRAFT GOHPORA'i'IOI II ACCORDANCE WITH -JHE IUMBER





































Louise Snyder, "You're a War Worker low". Industrial
Relations Department, Bell Aircraft Corporation,
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Wagee and Purchasing Power
Workers were paid in accordance with the rating and
classification of their work. (This wage rating persisted
throughout the life of the Corporation in Marietta).
Unskilled workers earned from 50/ - 55/ an hour. Trainees
earned 65$/ an hour. Skilled persons earned, during a pro
bationary period, and as Class B workers, from 75/ - 95/ an
hour. Glass A workers earned from 95/ -$>1«25 an hour.
Every skilled worker earned $45 and above a week.
This included wages as listed above, plus time and half-time
for all hours worked beyond the minimum of 40 hours weekly.
From their weekly earnings the following deductions were
made: income tax, social security, group insurance, and war
bonds. For the benefit of Bell records, and the employee,
each worker, when employed, signed a release from any garnish
ment that oould be issued against his wages.
According to 9Qfa of the workers interviewed this was the
highest wage that they had ever earned. In comparing these
wages with those earned 1936-194E, one finds that there was an
enormous increase for men which rang
and for women, an increase of $85 -
The workers1 position on the ws
They could advance on the basis of <; «k,
initiative and knowledge of the job,
capacity for growth in the.future. a
through a merit rating system every;
tabulation of results,
1
Bell Aircraft Corporation, Bel
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a report was given ©aeh worker in his pay envelope, thus enabling
him to have a knowledge of his own adjustment and aptness.
When Bell Aircraft Corporation ceased operations, management
gave eaoh worker an Aircraft Service Pin in recognition of meri
torious service*
Housing
Sable 10 (a) shows that rent, for the majority of the
workers interviewed, ranged between flO and $19, as it did 1936-
42* There has been an increase however, in the number of workers
who paid |20-|24, and f25-^29 a month. In the low Cost Housing
Units rent was paid on the basis of wage earnings; thus, persons
who had formerly earned subsistence wages and paid low rent were
paying two to three times more rent than previously. rfhe number
of home owners increased in this period.
TABLE 10
(a) AVSRAGS AMOUHT OF RBOT PAID MOHTHLY AID THE






















































































(b) TYPES OF DWELLINGS OCCUPIED BY ¥/ORKERS









































There was an average of 64 families living in single
dwellings, in the previous period only 50 families were listed
in this group; the number of double tenant dwellers decreased
from 28 to 14 occupants, and 22 persons lived in apartments.
(Table 10 b.)
In Table 10 (c) one may see that the average number of
persons living in three and four rooms during this period is
equal; in relation to the previous years there has been an
increase in the number of four room dwellers, i'he number of
persons who were rooming has decreased from an average of 13 to
7# Nineteen persons lived in six room houses, and there were
9 average residents of seven room houses. . In comparison with
the 1936-42 period more persons lived in six room dwellings
while the number who lived in seven rooms remained unchanged;




(o) AVERAGE HUMBSR OF ROOMS IK DWELLING





































































Table 10 (d) shows that there has been a definite increase
in the following facilities over the previous period; indoor
water, bath, gas, and central heating. Each person has
electricity, and ninety-five persons have indoor water.
TABLE 10
(d) TXHSS OF FACILITIES IN CLASSIFIED
HOUSIHG UHITS 194£ - FEBRUARY 1, 1946
House
Facilities Total







































Table 11 indicates that fifty families in contrast to
forty-six in the preceding chapter are paying |12-#17 weekly
for food. Thirty-five persons as compared with seventeen in
1936-42 period spent $18 and over for food.
TABLE 11
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF MOEBI SPEKT FOR FOOD OH A WBBKLY
BASIS AOCORDIKS TO THE JIUHBBR OF PIRSO1S




























Health expenditures remain constant with 95 persons
spending less than f>50 a year. However, workers were aware of
the necessity to keep physically fit, for health was emphasised
as a vital item for production. This idea is expressed thus:
It isn't enough just to come to work. You need to be
armed with enough zip to stay in high gear. Hit on all
cylinders throughout your shift. Since the Work Front is
the War Front, we must wage total production.
We hope you always feel tiptop. But if you ever get
behind the 8 ball physically speaking. Bell is all set
to straighten you out.1
Bell Aircraft Corporation, §p\_osit., pp. 7,18.
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Bell was equipped with preventive measures such as* First
Aid Stations, Salt Tablets near drinking fountians, (for persons
who became overheated), well-posted safety rules within the
industry, and ambulance and hospital services.
Olothing
Material that had formerly been used in civilian olothe®
Wfcton, wool, silk, rayon- were used in large quantities for
the armed services; priority was given for the purpose of the
war, and civilians used substitutes, or did without. Thus,
they were urged to ©onserve in every way, and to use old eloth-
8
ing by remodeling them*
There was a decided change in the expensive for clothing,
la 1936-42 only 19 persons spent less than flOO a year for this
item, in this period 38 persons were reported as spending in
this ©ategory, As in the previous period, 30 persons spent
|200 and above. Twelve persons spent f100-1150 a year for
clothes, and six persons spent |151-fl99 for clothingj four
workers were unable to estimate their expenditure for clothing.
Household Operations
Individuals stated that utility charges were about the only
prices that remained stable over the period of years.
Mumerous persons moved to houses with additional facili




Ruth Brindze, op. cit.. pp. 75-122.
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thus increasing the number of persons who spent $4-#9 per
month for this item from 30 in the preceding chapter t© 40
in this period. liaeteen persons spent less than |4 a month
for houshold operations. As in the preceding period, 1936-42,
10 persons spent |10-#14, six persons spent $15-$19# and 10
persons spent §20 and over for this item.
Miscellaneous, Heareation, And Savings
Hinety-three persons spent fg-#7 for miscellaneous items;
seven persons spent $8*|13 per week. Shis expenditure in
the budget was unchanged by receiving higher wages in industry.
Recreation, it was discovered, was excellent in maintain
ing morale. (Dorothy Ainsworth defines morale as, "A will
ingness of the individual to use time and effort for the good
of a group").
Recreation is not a dilatory, superficial, rather
pleasant way of wasting time, but an activity engaged in
beeause of real enjoyment engendered by real skill in
and knowledge of the activity. 2 '
Expressions from persons interviewed indicated that many
persons had considered recreation of little value prior to
industrialization. Persons who had not participated in active
sports since high school, or college were able to recapture the
skill and enjoy the games. Such games as basketball, baseball,
bowling, were sponsored along with singing groups and other
types of activities. Teams were formed, and on many occasions
games were played with city teams.
~ Dorothy Ainsworth, "Contribution to Morale in fimes of
d ^ee" Joiarnal of Hlth d PhW
,
» ealth an hya i legation. XI7.
f p. by.
,,!Helen Petrosfcey. "She long View in Physical Education
birls and Women", Ibia ., p.479.
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Weekly savings were much higher during this period than they
had been in the pre-industrial period. It was pointed out in the
previous chapter that the majority of the workers saved only
through insurance premiums; in this period, workers saved |10-
$14 a week through the purchase of war bonds, other insurances
that were taken on the job, social security and other means.
Some of these persons who had been employed in the service
occupations and as professional and unskilled workers were being
covered by social security and group insurances for the first
time in their work experience.
Bell Aircraft Corporation contracted the Aetna Life Insurance
Company of Hartford, Connecticut to protect its workers, and their
dependents with adequate life, sickness and accident, and bospi-
talization insurance. Employees without dependents paid a
monthly premium of #2,69, those with one dependent paid #3,38,
persons with two or more dependents paid |3.73. 'fhis insurance
was given a conversion value, without hospitalization, after
industrial work was terminated.
Unionisation
Fifty-one per cent of all employees in Bell were union
members, ninety-nine persons in this study were unionized In
UAW-CIO # 10. Each member was given a book that listed agree
ment between the union and the plant, and the expectations of
union members.
1
Employees' Insurance Blan, Bell Aircraft Corporation
(September, 1943).
Mr. Joel Smith, op. cit.
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The union offered the workers job security, protection
and better working conditions; curtailed foreman's brutality;
better social facilities; opportunity to present greivencee
and have them adjusted; a better standard of living through an
increased minimum wage of 65^ an hour; and back time up to the
minimum wage level for those workers who went into the plant
on unskilled jobs. Union members were glad to gain these
advantages, and paid their assessments readily and willingly,
but they did not attend meetings in large numbers, nor did
they participate in the total activities of the union.
Gains in Industry Other Than Money
Hlnety-eight persons felt that they had had a worthwhile
experience by becoming skilled and working in Bell; two
persons expressed indifference to the knowledge of a skill; and
one person was glad the job had terminated.
As a conclusive measure of industrial gains the following
general opinions, expressed by persons employed in the list
of occupations 1936-42, will be more valid than any other type
of material: fJhe Professional Worker.because of her experience,
was able to understand many problems of the children of parents
who worked all day. She prefers industrial work to teaching,
however, not mainly on the basis of money, but enjoyed and
profited by lt»
The Student believes she can operate any type of machinery
on the basis of her knowledge gained in Bell.
I ' "
Statements by Mr. J.E. Matthews, UAW-CIO Steward, Bell
Aircraft Corporation, 1942-45, personal interview, March,1946.
Agreement Between Bell Aircraft Corp., and UAW-CIO Local
# 10, July 19, 1944.
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A Housewife (unemployed) said that industrial work was a way of
bettering one's self. It teaohes one to be attentive and
alert, as well as how to mix with people.
The Unskilled Worker believed that, "It was good for Hegroes to
learn industrial work in large numbers". He ia optimistic about
securing similar job opportunities when the automobile industry
moves to this area.
The Skilled Workers said that building bombers was an experience
that will never be forgottenl The work done there gave addition
al skill in the wider use of various types of machines.
The Agriculturist stated that it was good to be trained. He
feels that after working there he can do anything.
Building Service workers were thrilled because they were able
to get the opportunity; would not give anything for it. Work
ing in Bell has done much toward helping them realize they are
worthwhile.
Personal Service Workers felt that everyone should be well
equipped to get a better job. Perhaps if people were able to
make a decent salary there would be less strife. They suggested
that Vocational Schools, well supplied with machinery, to train
all people should be set up. Ihis was the first opportunity to
learn this type of work on a large scale in Atlanta.
fi?he Clerical and Sales Workers stated that the chance for
advancement in money, job opportunity, and responsibility had
been opened to legroes and the south, and that the future and
time can not do too much toward retardation in this area.
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2Jh© most striking statement was made by a domestl© worker:
"Yes, working at Bell has been an extremely worthwhile experience
for me". It has improved my outlook on life, my personality and
self-respect.
Many other workers who did not express their feelings
verbally displayed a twinkle in their eyes, or a smile, as they
talked about their training, job, and the people with whom they
worked.
Twenty persons reported other gains, such as training in
First Aid; learning how to work, and socialize with all types
of people; new games; and appreciation of different kinds of
music.
CHAPTER I?
AFTER SSFARATIOE I»H0M IIDUSTH3T
Present employment as contrasted with occupations engaged
in 1936-42 (Table 12) relates that there has been a slight
decrease in the number of persons engaged in professional and
managerial, domestic, building service and porter, and -unskill
ed work, and in the student group. The skilled group has in
creased from 12 to 17 persons; and the number unemployed has
risen from 4 to 19 persons, 17 of this number are women. One
person returned to a former job; she requested and received an
advancement in wages, but she discontinued this work in
December, 1945. Her reason for quitting this job was that the
employer "wanted her to do the work of two or three people
because she was the highest paid worker". Two persons were
engaged in skilled capacities in industries in Atlanta; one as
a shear machine operator, the other as a riveter. (These
persons were in new plants that have come into being since
termination of work at Bell* In this case the employers were,
themselves, former employees at Bell and bought machinery for
shops from the surplus Bell Corporation machinery that was
sold through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, U.S.
Government). Three persons left the city, since January, to
go to other sections of the United States to work in industries*
Attitudes of employers vary. Persons who went to get jobs
in factories stated that employers told them directly that
they could not hire them; when asked the reason, the skilled
-45-
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workers were told that factories could not pay the ©alary that
had been paid by B©11, 2h© workers stated that they were not
expecting the same salary, because they realized that the times
were different, but, they felt that a decent wage, that would
comply with prices, should be given.
TABLE 12
PRSSEH2 OGGUPATIO1 (AUGUST, 1945-F1BBUARY 1,
1946) CLASSIFIED AND 0OKTRASEED WITH MAJOR
















































































































The numbers across the top of table correspond with the
numbers along the side under present occupation*
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Wages and Expenditures
The soale of wages has become more widely distributed in
comparison with the 1936-42 wages, (See Sable 2-h Chapter II)•
Sable 13 shows that one person, who worked part-time,
earned less than |1O a week. Seventeen persons earned
and seventeen earned |20-$24; eleven persons' wages were
$29, and ten persons earned $45 and above a week* Nineteen
persons were unemployed during this period.
1'ABLE 13
FRSSBK1 WEEKLY WAGES AOCOBDIIG
TO OCCUPATION GLASSIFIOATIOH









































































































GOMPARISOH OF AVERAGE WEEKLY EARWIGS OF
100 WORKERS DUBMG TSE 3HHEB PERIODS













































In oomparing average weekly earnings for workers during
the three periods studied the self-employed workers' earnings
were the same prior to and after separation from industrial
work. On the basis of this analysis .there has not been too
much Grange in their economic status and standard of living.
Skilled workers earned #37. 33 as an average for the three
periods. Their purchasing ability was increased double-
fold by their going into industry; sinoe separation from Bell
they have been able t© maintain the level attained there.
Persons engaged in unskilled oooupations earned about $6.37
more in the post-war period than in pre-industrial period.
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Ia most of the ©ther occupational ©lasses, workers had a
higher earning power In the same types ©f jobs in the post*,
industrial period than they had had in 1936-42, However,
the August, 1945-February, 1946 average for professional
workers has decreased. She reason for suoh decline is that
the total number of persons employed in this group has de
creased from eight to six, thus leaving the persons in this
group engaged in the low ineome field of teaching, Ixcept
in the oase of self-employed workers, eaoh classification
benefited financially by working at Bell Aircraft Corporation.
Some persons within the various classifications have been
able to maintain their financial status after separation from
Bell because of their new skill, and the ability to secure
other types of work opportunity.
Workers have maintained their spending capacity in food,
household operations, and miscellaneous, as discussed in the
preceding chapter. In the low Cost Housing Units some
adjustment in housing expenditure is being made. For ©ther
types of dwellings workers are still paying the same amount
of rent.
Clothing and savings expenses have been reduced. Savings
more than any other item have been affected, 79 of the 100
persons save only through insurances, thus showing the
tendency to revert to the 1936-42 level of savings♦
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Other Specific Problems of Adjustment
Lack of adjustment for these workers may be attributed
largely to two types of problems: (1) Management's attitudes
toward hiring industrially skilled workers, and (2) the
workers1 attitudes toward sub-standard wages and stereotyped
employment.
Former Bell Aircraft workers have sought to obtain em
ployment in industrial plants in which skills learned at Bell
oould be used. Such places as mechanic shops, Scripto, and
W&A Manufacturing Companies, and other similar plants have
been constantly visited by these workers*
Whether it was prejudice on the part of management toward
Hegroes who had worked in skilled jobs, or sincerity in the
rejection of workers can not be wholly determined; nevertheless,
workers were denied employment on the basis of management's
inability to compete with former wartime wages. It was
pointed out that ofttimee other persons were hired in these
establishments: also, former Bell workers who did not list
their previous employment.
Persons who were previously employed in manual types of
work felt that they would not be interested in returning to
these occupations, for they had learned that there was
something else they oould do, if given the opportunity.
Hence, many persons chose unemployment rather than the same
type of employment that was done 1936-42.
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A portion of the 100 workers applied for unemployment
compensation. It was felt that some of the workers had gained
the wrong conception of compensation benefits* It oan be
noted from the preceding chapter that many workers had not
been covered previously by the Social Seourity, hence they
had not become familiar with the requirements concerning the
payment of unemployment compensation* Applications were filed
with the United States Employment Servioe, with reasons listed
thus: "I want som© money to rest on until I am ready to take
another job; or. The money was taken from my wages as a means
of saving for and protection against unemployment - I'm not
working now and would like to have my #20 a week." 2hese
persons were denied benefits because they had not met the
qualifications as set forth by law. !Ehe conditions that
entitles one to unemployment compensation are that a person
is ready, willing, and able to work, but no Job is available
in the line of work for which that person is trained. On
the basis of previous work experiences, then the majority
of the workers could obtain jobs* The greatest trouble, as
reported by USES, was with women. It was noted that attitudes
played an important role in the entire situation.
Beoause of the scarcity in the labor market, domestic and
personal service jobs were paying the highest salary in history,
which ranged from |15-#18, and as high as |30 a week,1
1
Statements by Mr. Milton White, Director, Hegro Division,
USES, personal interview, March, 1946.
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Th@ olassifieation of the Job made many persons reject
the work, for, it "lowered their respeot and esteem and made
them feel inferior to their fellowman again".
With the knowledge that workers had an adverse attitude
toward domestic work and their status in "society11, the Urban
League, Board of Education, Junior league, and USES collabo
rated and set-up a training institute so that persons might be-
©ome skilled in that phase of work, as well as give to their
future employer the greatest possible efficient service; and
to help change the thought ©f the community toward domestic
and personal service work,
Dhe (Training Institute began its experiment February 4, 1946
with eleven persons who were referred by USES, 9Jhe Georgia
Power Company, West End Branch, offered its facilities for the
training; the Board of Education supplied the teacher; the
Junior League furnished the materials, and the Urban League,
under whose direction the project was organized, through its
Advisory Committee on Household Employment, is checking the
employer-worker relationship of these trained skilled domestic
workers, who have been placed by USES, to note the results
of the experiment. Ap©*?i«>& of six weeks was allotted to do
the training. Persons were taught the use of electrical and
mechanical time-saving devices, the correct method of doing
other types of work that are related to the maintenance of
an orderly home.
Statements by Ir. Milton White; and Mrs. G.f. Hamilten,
Executive Secretary, Atlanta Urban League, personal interviews,
April 3,4, 1946.
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fhen training was completed a certificate was given the
worker. She major task of contracting for higher wages was
still the workers responsibility.
rJ?he Advisory Committee (composed of representatives of
Y.W.C.A., Jr. League, American Bed Gross, and Family Welfare
Society), suggested the following procedure: that a simple
written agreement should be signed by employer and worker,
including brief statements of - hours required, basic wages,
1
duties of job, classification, and condition of employment*
In many families, the person who was employed at Bell
was not the only household supporter; in these cases, spending
has been moderated, and more exacting budgets are used.
Persons who were self-employed (skilled) have been able
t® carry on their businesses without too much difficulty,
for competent members of the family took over their job, or
the work was temporarily discontinued, with the persons





Concentrated in large numbers at the bottom of the economic
scale, in jobs in which drudgery was the means of performing a
service, the Negro worker has lived primarily as a second rat®
citizen, in a sub-standard living condition. Jobs in which
U«gr©es worked were characterized by long hours, low pay, lack
of basic security and protection - uncovered by the Sooial
Security Flan -t and minus the economic ability to permit
saving* He has been unable to purchase adequate housing facili
ties to fit his family needs and comforts, or proper food,
clothing, and medical care. Robbed of the basic essentials of
fruitful and wholesome living, through the economic system, he
has been crushed in spirit, thoughts, ideals, and vision.
Furthermore, because of his quasi-slavery status, he has develop
ed ideas of inferiority and worthlessness.
In order to meet an emergency situation and to aid in the
prosecution of World War II, Hegroes were given the opportunity
to train for Industrial work. When this training course in
Aircraft Sheet Metal work was started there was no definite
assurance ©f placement in the Aircraft Industry that had been
established in Georgia. Later as a result of a decision by
the WEBG in Birmingham, Alabama, legroes were allowed to work
in skilled capacities. Southern Uegr© workers in all fields,
have gained from the magnificent job rendered by those workers
who demonstrated their aptitude, ability to adjust, and skill
in performance at Georgia Division of Bell Aircraft Corporation.
She benefit to all workers is shown in the awareness to the
-54-
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reeognition of the need for a change in the redistribution @f
types of work, salary and hours, The Urban League, and similar
agencies have undertaken the task of keeping this consciousness
of Ilegro workers* needs before the community*
Former Bell workers have profited from their experience.
They have not fallen readily into the pattern that was previous
ly labeled as typical. These persons have tried to be discrimi
nate about job placements, giving serious thought to advantages
and disadvantages they could derive from such; and they have a
long range view of what an adequate income can do for them as
individuals, and as a group, The struggle, since their sepa
ration, has been and is, a difficult one, for the prejudices
have become intensified. Attitudes of management are keyed
toward repression to the 1936-48 status of workers as cheap
and profitable labor; but in as many instances as possible
there has been a rebellion, a means ©f escape in unemployment
and migration, and a shift to other types of temporary work.
One hundred Hegro skilled workers with pride, experience,
and feeling of having shared a vital part in the winning ©f
the war look forward to the solution of the problems of equal
job opportunities; ©f securing and maintaining standard living
wages and conditions that have been built wholly on a false
period of prosperity, People, exposed to the comforts of
standard and adequate salaries to meet their needs, will be
dissatisfied until they obtain this goal, Three-fourths of
the persons studied discussed their disapproval of present
jobs and spending ability. They are looking forward eagerly
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to another experience in industry, and express the wish that
it will be soon*
Industrial work was an art to these workers, for it
allowed them to feel the power of creation, and to see the
tangible results of the work of their hands; thus it can not
and will not be easily forgotten, 'fhis is not true only
because of the large salaries former Bell workers received,
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